The gauge transformations of the standard electroweak theory are selfinconsistent. Need for the Higgs particles for the gauge boson mass falls off by eliminating of this inconsistency. The lepton mass is defined by the inserting into Lagrangian of fifth element of the Clifford pentad.
Introduction
"These Higgs particles are delivering more problems than they had resolved of ones..." -the gasman had said at 24.17 o'clock of the friday.
The massive gauge boson Lagrangian
Let us consider covariant derivation of the electroweak Lagrangian [1] :
Here: g 1 , g 2 , Y are the real positive numbers, B µ , W i µ are the real functions on R 3+1 and
Let electroweak transformation transforms B µ and W i µ as the following [1] :
Here χ is a real function on R 3+1 and U is a SU (2) matrix function on R 3+1 . The real functions w i µ exist for which:
Since U is everyone SU (2) transformation then for every W µ a SU (2) transformation U exists for which:
That is
And for every B µ a real function χ exists for which:
Therefore in this case:
Here the coefficients of the transforming components remained, only:
Hence the covariant derivation can not transformed by (1), (2) because zero can be transformed to zero, only.
Let us consider the Lagrangian:
Here:
Hence:
.
Let
Let us denote:
In this case:
can not be transformed as:
since a SU (2) matrix U exists for which:
And
since a real function χ exists for which:
Therefore:
In this case the Lagrangian:
(v is a real number) is invariant for this gauge transformation. Here:
Hence from above the masses are the following: from (3):
from (4):
From (3):
3
The massive lepton Lagrangian I use the following notation:
1) Let us consider the free lepton Lagrangian [2] :
This Lagrangian contains four matrices from the Clifford pentad [3] {γ 0 , β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 } , but one does not contain β 4 .
2) Let us consider the lepton current:
for 0 ≤ µ ≤ 3. Let us denote:
In this case if ρ = j 0 then the average velocity vector is:
Hence of only all five elements of the Clifford pentad lends the entire kit of the velocity components.
3) In the Standard Model we have got the following entities: the right electron field vector e R , the left electron field vector e L , the electron field vector e (e = e L e R ), the left neutrino fields vector ν L . the zero right neutrino fields vector ν R . the unitary 2 × 2 SU(2) matrix U of the isospin transformation:
ε, n 1 , n 2 , n 3 are a real functions on R 3+1 and:
This matrix acts on the vectors of the kind:
Therefore, in this theory: if
then the matrix
operates on the vector
(a, b, c are a real numbers) with the corresponding eigenvalues: 1, 1,
Let: K be the 8 × 8 complex matrix, constructed by s 1 , s 2 , s 3 , s 4 , s 5 , s 6 , s 7 , s 8 as the following:
and let:
Let:
In this case the projection matrices are:
The vectors:
correspond to the vectors e, e R and e L resp. Let:
Let: Hence, every isospin transformation U divides a electron on two components which scatter on the angle 2 · λ in the space of (J λ , J 4 ).
----
Resume
Therefore the simple massive without Higgs mechanism gauge boson and lepton Lagrangian exists from which whole electroweak physics can be obtained.
